National Online Meeting & IOLS ’91
Integrated Online Library Systems

Sheraton Centre
New York
May 7-9, 1991

Call for Papers
Mercury Ballroom (3rd floor)

CD-ROMS: MULTIPLE ACCESS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

9:00 AM - 10:30 AM

Chairman: David C. Genaway, Head Librarian, Youngstown State University

Accessing Multiple CD-ROM Discs: The Right Solution for You
Larry Shiller, CEO, Bureau of Electronic Publishing, Inc.

CD-ROMS: THE NOW AND THE NEW GENERATION

10:40 AM - 11:40 AM

CD-ROMs—Dynasty or Dinosaur? Will New Storage Technology (Optical, Interactive Disks, et al) Replace CD-ROMs?

Chairman: Ching-chih Chen, Simmons College

11:40 AM - 12:10 PM

Chairman: Ching-chih Chen, Simmons College

Choices: Collection Management Issues of the IOLS
Joyce Plaza, Pharmaceutical Information Service; Dennis Brunning, Coordinator of Computer Services; and George S. Machovec, Head, Library Technology and Systems, Arizona State University Library

Library Automation and the Advent of the Knowledge Network
Todd Miller, Manager, Library Automation, Information Access Co.

Free coffee and tea is being served, compliments of Telebase Systems, Inc. in the exhibit hall from 10:00 am to 11:00 am.